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INTRODUCTION.

The relations of the British Government with the

Ottoman Porte in 1801 afforded to the Earl of Elgin,

at that time Embassador at Constantinople, an oppor-

tunity of obtaining accurate drawings and casts of the

best monuments of Grecian Art, and ultimately of

transporting many of the originals to this country.

The Collection, thus formed by that Nobleman, was

purchased by ParliainentC*) for the use of the public

in 1815, and is now deposited in the British Museum.

* The report of tbe Select Committee, appointed by the House of Com-

mons on tbU occusioD, concludes with a recommendation too remarkable

to be omitted l^re.

** Your Committee cajuiot dismiss this interesting subject without sub-

mitting to the attentive reflection of the Houm.* bow highly the cultivation

of the fine arts boa contributed to the reputation, ebantcUT and dignity of

everygovernment by which they have been mcouroged, and how intimately

they arc connected with the advancement of every thing \-aluable in

science, literature and philosophy.

In contemplating the importance and splendor to which so small a

republic as Athens rose, by the genius and energy of her citizens exerted

a
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The sculptures of the Parthenon, of which the far

greater part of the Marbles consists, thus fortunately

rescued from destruction, and preserved among our

choicest national treasures, afford a standard of excel-

lence in this class of the fine arts.

It is an opinion entertained by some competent

judges of high authority in matters of this kind, that

none of the Collections of Europe contain any of those

original monuments of sculpture which were held in

general estimation by the ancients, with the exception

only of the Laocoon and the Torso of Belvedere ; but

here the connoisseur and the artist may be perfectly

certain that they are contemplating a variety of those

in the path of such studies, it is impossible to overlook how tran»ent the

memory and fame of extended empires, and of mighty conquerors are, in

comparison of those who have rendered inconsiderable states eminent, and

iniioortalized their own names by tbdr pursuits. But if it be true as we

learn from history and experience, that free governments afford a soil most

Ruitable to the production of native talent, to the maturing of the powers

of the human mind, and to the growth of every species of excellence by

opening to merit the prospect of reward and distinction, no country can

be better adapted than our own to alTord an honorable asylum to those

monuments of the school of Phidias, and of the administration of Pericles

;

where secure from further injury and degradation, the}' may receive that

admiration and homage to which they are entitled, and serve in return as

modcLti and examples to those who by knowing how to revere and appre-

ciate them, may leam first to imitate, and ultimately to rival them.”
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sculptures, the authenticity of which cannot be con-

troverted.

The building of the Parthenon, together with the

names of the two architects employed in constructing

it, is recorded by Plutarch in the life of Pericles

;

who also informs us, that Phidias was intrusted with

the control and superintendence of all the great

works, which were undertaken during his administra-

tion. It may, therefore, be reasonably inferred that

the sculpture, which adorned this noble temple, was

designed by that great master, and executed by the

disciples of his school under his immediate direction.

All the ancient writers speak of him in the highest

terms of admiration, and beai* testimony to the judg-

ment shewn by Pericles in selecting him for that

important charge.

The works of Phidias were the acknowledged types

of excellence in sculpture ; the poet and the philoso-

pher illustrated from these their best conceptions,

citing them as authorities to which no human pro-

ductions could be found superior ; their renown, even

in his own time, is attested by Plato, to whom, when

^ Plllt. in Pcnc. S. 13.^-rorra Si KOi rerrtnt iirtvcoviK Qv itwry

KorriM a^)^<ricrovac i^ovrwv ir«( rwv ip^wr.
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giving an example of ]>erfection in sculpture, the name

of Phidias as naturally occurs as that of Homer when

he is instancing the summit of poetical excellence jW

and when the same philosopher defines the intelligence

of the beautiful, he adds that it was an impossibility

that Phidias should not have understood the beauti-

ful :<*) Aristotle also, in philosophically defining the

application of aoflz, illustrates his argument by pointing

at Phidias as aofk

According to Demetrius Phalereus, a contemporary

of Praxiteles, magnificence of style was united in the

works of Phidias with the most exquisite delicacy/^

Plutarch states that his sculptures, “ inimitable for

grace and beauty,” seem to be endowed with a ]>er-

petual freshness, which presen’ed their aspect untar-

nished by time. Cicero assures usW that nothing is

more perfect than the statues of Phidias ; and in another

passage he describes them as enchanting W the spec-

tator at first sight ; Pliny, after describing some of

his works, apologises^) for speaking cursorily of an

artist, who could never be sufficiently praised ; the

’ Plat. Protagoras. «. 7. * Plat. Hippias major, s. 23. ‘ Ethic, lib. vi. c. 7.

* Demrtniift Phalerem de Elociit. c. 14. Ti fuytXtUv cot

^ Plut. In Pcric. s. 13. ^ ofufutra ** Cic. Oral. s. 2«

* Ib. Brut. ft. G4. ^ PUo. Hist. Nat. lib. xxxvi. c. iv. s. 4.
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magnificence of whose genius was perceptible even in

the smallest of his productions.

Pausanias, in his description of the Parthenon, unites

the accounts of the sculptures, which adorn the tympa-

num of the two pediments, with that of the colossal

statue of ivory and gold, concluding that the reader is

already acquainted with the author of these works,

and as if he would spare the repetition of particulars

which he conceives to be generally known.

But we are not to infer from hence that Phidias

confined himself to toreutic work alone, for we have

the testimony of Aristotle already cited, as well as of

others,^*) to show that he was an able sculptor in

marble.

Pliny also asserts this, and adds that under liim a

number ofother artists of extraordinary merit exercised

their talents, such as Agoracritus, Alcamenes and

^ PaUS. Att. C> xiy. ro & if* itt myoXfta XiOov fla/aMW arai *pyov

PauS. Att. C- XXXiii. rovrov 4’«i^C tiv ttpyrnaarOf ayaX^ iiyai

^ See the letters of M. Quatrem^re dc Quincy to Cano\’a on the part

which I%ldias may have taken in the works of the Parthenon.
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Colotes : nor can this be questioned when the vastness

and rapidity of the works are considered, for, in the

space of six, or at most seven years, 528 figures of

various descriptions were completed, exclusive of the

great toreutic statue of ivory and gold, comprising

among the ornaments with which it was enriched

a considerable portion of subordinate sculpture.

Plutarch is sensible of the necessity of explanadou

on this point when he quotes the opinion of Zeuxis,^^)

that time is one of the elements which contributes to

the perfection of works—those of the Parthenon

however, far from having suffered by the short time

employed in them, seem, from their excellence, to

have secured to themselves the universal admiration of

succeeding ages.

Of the 44 statues, the number of which the fronds-

pieces were probably composed, 13 fragments are

now deposited in the British Museum, and 2 occupy

their original position in the building.

Of the whole number of the Metopes (92) 15 are

* Plut. in Peric. s. 13.
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preserved here, and 40 are still in the building,—and

of the Prize, the whole length of which was about 324

feet 10 inches, we possess 250 feet in tolerable pre-

servation. Thus a large portion of these invaluable

works is preserved to the Arts ; their renown in the

ancient world, and the sensation which their recovery

has made in the most enlightened of the modern

schools, hold out every hope that they may ultimately

be the means of reviving that pure taste which, since

the age of Pericles, has never in the same degree

recovered its dominion.

C. R. COCKERELL.
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EASTERN PEDIMENT.

PLATE I.

HYPERION.

The head and ahoulders rise above the waves, the arms guide

with some effort his impetuous coursers, which bring back the day

;

Helios is placed at the commencement of the scene, and Hesperus

at its termination
;
personifying the East and West, they may sig-

nify the extremities of the Universe; and arc as poetically applictl

to the momentous subject of the group in this Pediment, as they

arc admirably adapted to the position they occupy in the angles of

the tympanum. We learn from Pausanias, in his description of the

pedestal of the Jupiter at Elis, one of the most celebrated works

of Phidias, that the same idea was exhibited ; the first figure of the

group being the Sun ascending in his car, the last the moon in

descent,^'* In some ancient basreliefli executed at Rome, the sun

rising and the night sinking under the horizon have been repre-

sented at the extremities of the scene. ®> Two Medallions placed

at the aides of the arch of Constantine exhibit similar subjects.

The unsparing diligence exhibited in the execution of this frag-

ment confinns the conjecture that these works were subjected to a

' Paus. lib< T. Cs XI. ‘Eiri rofnw rou fiaSpev xpvvo VMiq^Mmiy iiri

- — SiXtfVif Ti Tittqv, Ipol SoKitv»

* See Ficoroni, Roma Antka, p. 115. See also DartoU, Admiraoda Roman.
Antiquit Veadgia, PI. 22.
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rigorous public examination before they finally occupied th^ des-

tined position in the tympanum, since but a small portion of the

whole could then be seen by the spectator. A tradition, which

Tsetses has preserved,*^ may be adduced in support of this conjec-

ture ; be speaks of two figures of Minerva, the one the work of

Phidias, the other of Alcamenes**) his pupiL The master had

calculated the effect for the height at which it was to be placed,

and accordingly the mouth and eyes were more excavated than

would be correct in a figure intended for close insjicction ; while

the pupil, unskilled in optics and geometry, appears to have

followed a different method. His Minerva however, which had

been preferred during its exhibition to that of Phidias, being

removed to its proper place, lost much of its attraction : its forms at a

certain distance appeared indistinct, and the whole erffect was feeble

;

whilst that of Phidias, on the contrary, when placed in its destined

situation, obtained universal approbation.

The superincumbent cornice has preserved the original polish of

tills figure, from which a judgment may be formed of the elaborate

execution of the other portions of the pediment The breadth and

digiuty of this fragment have been eomjiarcd for grandeur of style

to the Torso of Apollonius.

PLATE II.

THE HORSES OF HYPERION.

Rising impatient from the waves, these heads, in great variety of

movement, express all the impetuosity ofcoursers scarcely restrained

in their ascent. It is evident by Carrey’s drawings, and a carefid

' Chiliad, vui. Hist. 1D3.

* Thew ligarcs were probably of bronxe or brass, for Alcamcncs ta styled in the

lat verse, xa^ipruv, and they may have been deugned for the Mincrra vpdsaxoc,

a colossal statue, in coflimeinoration of the battle of Marathon.

* See Visconti on the Elgin Marbles, pag. 3d.
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examination of the iiaginenU, tliat t\vo other heads in low reUef

were attached, so that the car of Hyperion was drawn by four

horses ; the examples quoted have also invariably this number. At

the bottom, the curling of the wave is distinctly marked in the man-

ner of the Grecian ornament, which is thence called ivfta.

PLATES III. IV.

THESEUS OR HERCULES.

Evidently a demi-god reposing from his labours on one of the

rocks of Olympus. This statue may represent Theseus, by which

name it has hitherto been designated, since Pausanias expressly

states that the figures of this perliment related to the birth of

Minerva. But some authorities of great weight‘d arc nevertheless

disposed to consider it os Hercules, especially honoured by the

Athenians, who pretended to have been the first to dedicate tem-

ples and altars to him as a god.

The lion's skin on which he reposes, and his position immediately

above some of his labors, described in the metopes of this firontis-

piece, warrant the conjecture.

This figure, the most perfect in the collection, impresses the

spectator at once with the excellence of the great master who de-

signed it, imiting grace and harmony in all its parts, with dignity

of attitude, and energy in the limbs, in which, although reposing,

the capacity of action is eminently displayed.

The left knee projects nearly ten inches beyond the face or

plane of the cornice on which it is placed.

* Tbe two heads occupy only one bmlf of the depth of the pediment, which ie

nearly three feet; that in front, taminit towards the rpectator, projects whoDy

beyond tike plane of the cornic«.

' See VucoDtip p. 37. See aUo CoL Leake. Topography of Atheoff, p. S55.

* Paul. Au. c. viB. c. xr. e. xix. e. xxx. c. xui. c. xxxit. e. xxxir.
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The masterpiece of lithogljptic art,* the Hercules of Cneius,

appears to be copied fix>m this figure. The medal of Crotona, as

given in the vignette, representing Hercules in repose holding a

cup, seems wholl; taken from this statue, thus illustrating the

opinion^') that from the Marbles of the Parthenon many of the

masters of antiquity derived their best conceptions. The Mars in

the eastern fiize may further illustrate this remark, for fix>m thence

the Mars of the Ludovisi Collection seems evidently to have been

copied.

The back of this figure, no less admirable than the fient,

could never have been seen after it had once been placed in its

destined situation. The labor of execution however seems to have

been the last consideration of the sculptor of this school : trans-

ported by his enthusiasm, the artist could not embody his concep-

tion but by the completion of every part of his model ; and when

tliis was accomplished, the mere mechanical execution in marble

was regarded as a trifling consideration; such an economy was

beneath the attention of those who aimed at nothing short of per-

fection.

PLATE V.

CERES AND PROSERPINE.

These goddesses ap|x:ar to have received from Iris the intelli-

gence of the luippy event which is described in the centre of Uie

composition. In the confines of Olympus in her passage to earth,

Ceres and Proserpine, the goddesses who presided over the beat

interests of Attica, and whose worship and mysteries were espe-

cially celebrated in that country, are naturally among the first ob-

jects which she encounters. They repose on separate seats, w hich

* Stoftch, Pkrres antiquci graven, PL
' See Visconti on ibe Elgin Marbien, p> 3G.
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are cubical without backn, and ornamented with some mouldings

:

instead of cushions they are furnished with carpets folded several

times. Of these two figures, that which is on the right is less than

the other ; the heads arc lost, the rest is in good preservation
; the

feet of both, and the knees of the larger one, project considerably

beyond the plane of the comice. The happy invention of their

attitude, the elegance of their proportions, and the arrangement

and execution of their draperies leave us nothing to desire either in

point ofgood taste or refinement.

The composition of these figures espei^ly demands our atten-

tion ; the one gently reclining on the other, and associated in the

same expression, their attitudes describe all that amiable confidence

and nobility of sentiment which belongs to those beings of a higher

order, in the representation of which Phidias is said to have ex-

celled.^ This union of feeling is frequent in the statues ofthis pedi-

ment ; it is indeed a moral beauty discoverable in the works of all

the first artists of ancient as well as modem times, who have thus

enlisted the affections of the spectator in the contemplation of their

works. It may be further remarked that whilst the immortals are

thus represented, the metopes, which describe the actions of men,

arc full of a contrary feeling ; distraction, and contention, the cha-

racteristics of an inferior nature, being exhibited in almost all those

subjects.

PLATE VI.

IRIS (Fbo.st View}.

The proportion and the attitude of this figure, the rapidity of

flight expressed by the drapery, and the arch described by the

mantle in her hands leave no doubt as to the mythological personage

here represented; Iris, rapidly descending from the heights of

* Quiatiiian, xu. c. x.
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Olympus, is about to procUum to the ends of the Earth the pro-

digy no less interesting to men than to the Gods themselves.^

PLATE VII.

IRIS (Side View).

This view is calculated to show the admirable ezpcession of the

figure, in which, with all the movement of the drapery, tlic light

form of the goddess is plainly shown, especially the fluttering

mantle, her usual attribute, which is filled with wind and raised

above her shoulders.*^*

PLATE VIII.

FEET, THE OLIVE TREE, AND SERPENT.

These feet, together with the olive tree and the fingment of the

Ericthonian serpent, were found in the ruins of the pediment.

They belonged to a figure which was from 8 to 9 feet in hciglit and

consequently adapted to the central portion of the tympanum,’**

and are of the same style and material with the rest of the sculp-

tures. The general design and attitude correspond witli the usual

representation of Minerva in the coins of Athens (see vignette), in

which the goddess is seen with all her attributes, brandishing her

* " Sec, in the Ministnive ofthe Vsticaji Virgil, the Bgure of Iris exdting Tumu*
*' to war, fa. U. ofthe >Encid ; and, in the bos reliefrepresentiog the fell of Phaeton,

the £gure, of which the floating drapery describee a bow above her bead.—Winck-
n elnutiui, Monumenti inediti, N. 46. Moffei, Museum Veronente, P. 1021* Visoonti.

p. 40.

* See Visconti, p. 40.

* It has been suggested that they may belong to the figure, in the Western Pedi-

ment, which guides the hones of the cor of Victory; but, besldea the objection in

their sise, it is evident that the ohve tree would not be seen in that pooitiao ; nor is

it probable that the feet would be clothed with sandals, which are so well suited to

the Minerva.
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spear and though these fragments have escaped notice from

their extremely mutilated state or concealment among the rubbish

with which the temple is surrounded, there is every probability

of their having belonged to the figure of the goddess in this tym-

panum. It may be objected that there is no record of the situation

in which they were found among the ruins of the temple, but the

same observation will apply to the other fragments, the situations

of moat of which are however fortunately proved by the drawings

of Carrey.

Fig. I. Shows the feet of the statue with the olive tree attached

to a plinth, which was let into the upper surfiice of the comice; the

method by which the sculpture was fixed, as ap|)cars in the exist-

ing remains.

Fig. 2. The serpent which was adjusted to the plinth, as if rising

from the earth simultaneously with the olive tree, in conformity to

the usual representation on the Athenian coins.

PLATE IX.

VICTORY WINGED.

The indications of wings on this fragment point out the meaning

of the figure. The attitude is equally animated with that of Iris,

with whose position in the pediment it probably corresponded. The
elegant adjustment of the drapery behind, intended to pve space

for the wings which were inserted (probably of bronze gilt), deserves

jrarticular notice, tliough this beauty like many others was lost to

the eye of the spectator from below—“ the expression of action

“ cannot be mistaken ; her draperies and girdle have a remarkable

" resemblance to the girdle and tunic of the Victory without

" wings, which leads the car of Minerva in the western pediment

* Thu lubjcct WM a^n Kpmented in the Acropolie, tee Psua. Att. c. xxit.
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" Victory has seen the birth of the warrior virgin who was to be her

" inseparable companion, and she is starting up in an excess of

“joy."0)

PLATES X. XI.

FATES.

The adjustment of the figure, PI. 10, with the following shows

very clearly that they formed a group. They have been supposed

with great probability to be the Fates, who were constantly re-

presented in ancient art in conjunction with the most important

events and the liigher divinities; they preside, according to the

Grecian mytholt^, over birth as well as death. They were tlie

companions of Ilithyia the goddess of childbirth, and they sang

the destinies of new bom infants. We see in an ancient patera

one of the Fates present at the birth of Bacchus, who is produced

from the thigh, as Minerva is imagined to have been from the

head, of Jupiter.!** As Hercules refers to the Sun, so these god-

desses relate to Night as her daughters. In these figures, which

are amongst the most remarkable in the collection, we observe all

that grace in the attitudes, that delicacy and variety in the manner

of treating the draperies, which give so much pleasure to the spec-

tator by the imitation of nature, while they annoimce in the most

eminent degree the fertility of genius of the great artist who de-

signed them.

On the neck and wrists traces of ornaments are discoverable. The

foot of the figure in PI. 10. as in many other examples, projected

beyond the plane of the comice.

> VUcunti, p. 45.

* Siw PausaniM AtL c xL Coriolh. c. iv. & c. xL Lacon. e. xL Arca<l. c. xln.

RU. e. XV. Phoci. e. xxiv.

* ** HtHDcri OdfBB. I. rii. 197. Pindari Olfuip. Od. v. 72, Nvm. Od.
* Se« Viiconti, od the Elgin Marblci* p. 44, who refers to hi* work on the Mua.

Pio eWta. pL B. p. 90.
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PLATE XII.

HORSES HEAD.

This head is lull of vivacity and strength of expression ; it is of

the finest possible workmanship, and its surfiice has been very little

injured. We observe in it that admirable expression of life which

grtrat artists only arc capable of bestowing on their imitations of

nature. It is one of the horses of the Night sinking into the ocean,

which corresponded with those of the Sun. “ Euripides, the contem-

“ porary of Phidias, describing in his lon*^ the rich hangings of the

" Pavilion of Delphos, supposes that the car of Night was in the

" middle, wliile the Sun was plunging into the sea on the western

“ side ; and at the opposite end Aurora was rising firom the waves."’’’

This head hung in part over the comice, thus breaking the line

which might seem too rigidly to confine thir composition of the

frontispiece j it was a liberty used in several instances, and com-

municated a grace of art, which relieved the work without oiTcncc

to propriety ; a similar freedom is observed in the best periods of

modern art, and is one of the coincidences of ancient and modem
art, which may often be traced in these remarkable works. The

other horses receding from the front appeared to be already in port

immersed in the ocean.

* Euri|>. luQ. V. 1144i, «t »cq. * Vuconti on the Elgin Marblea, p. 41.

C
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. WESTERN PEDIMENT.

PLATE XIII.

ILISSUS.

In the description of the Temple of Olympia the Cladeus and

Alpheiu were introduced as accessories in the events commemorated

by the central oompositiou. The local deities especially eoncemed

in disputes of this nature were usually represented in similar com-

positions. In accordance with a practice so frequent in Greece it

has been conjectured that thU wa-s the Ilissus, which watered the

southern plain of Attica. But it has been supposed with equal

probability to have been Theseus, as for more interesting to the

Athenians.*^) He starts in a momentary action from his rccUned

(Kwition, and overcome with joy raises himself to behold the defeat

of Neptune in tlie contest with Minerva. This figure disputes

the palm of merit with that of Theseus or Hercules in the East

Front, to which a celebrated connoisseur has preferred it for the

boldness and animation of the conception and execution
;
" seeming

to have a life which is found in very few works of art.’’*>

PLATE XIV.

The preservation of the back U chiefly attributable to the pro-

tecting comice of the tympanum ; the original polish of the marble

perfectly representing the elastic skin, retains the freshness of its

first appearance from the hand of the master. A colour wliich

* Leake’s Topography of Athene, p. 250. ‘ Visconti on the Elgin Marbles, p. 29.
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appears to have covered every part of the work is still discoverable

in this statue, probably intended to preserve it &om the weather.

Spon and Wheler observed a whiteness on the sculpture which

might have arisen from this prc{>aration.<^

PLATE XV.

CECROPS OR ERECTIIEUS.

In this figure, though it has sufifered in the fore part materially,

we trace most distinctly that grandeur and nobility of style which

was the unfiuling stamp of the school of Phidias. It may be

recognised in the drawings of Carrey as near the figure of Minerva,

guiding and controuling the horses of the car of Victory. It has

been supposed to represent Cecrops, one of the earliest, and, ac-

cording to some, the first king of the Athenians, whom they re-

vered as a god : or with equal probability, Erectheus, who mded

Minerva as her vapiSpas or assistant in the important inventions of

chariots and the training of war horses. The irize exhibits a

similar group in several instances.

PL.\TE XVI.

HEAD OF MINERVA.

This fragment was discovered amongst the mins near the temple

;

whether it was really attached to the figure represented in the

drawings of Carrey or not is uncertain, the size however eorres-

|mnds j the eyes ap{>ear to have been of another material, possibly

sapphire or some other precious stone, which gave to the victorious

• It msy be remerked here, that the stntnes of the temple of Japiter Penhellcnitw

et dilgina were painted, though the eolotira are not diteemiblet the tympanum
however, waa painted blue, which was extremely ftesb when first taken from the

earth and rubbish, with which, for so many centuries, it had been covered.
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goddess a higher degree of vivacity and interest than the rest of

the figures.

PLATE XVH.

NEPTUNE.

This fragment of the principal figure in the composition conveys

some idea of the grandeur and energy of the god whom it repre-

sented ; the chest of Neptune distinguished by IIomer,<^>—aripvov

is ample and majestic. The sculptor’s art, in the

back especially, where the injuries of time have not reached, is

most conspicuous.

PLATE XVIII.

AMPHITRITE.

This fragment has long been attributed to the Victoria Apteros,

but an attentive examination of the attitude, and a comparison with

the drawing of Carrey, leave no doubt of its having belonged to the

Amphitritc, who, in a position exactly corresponding to the Victory,

guides the horses of a car ; for though the folds of her fluttering

drapery, expressive of the impulse with which she rises from the

earth, suspended the work by a masterpiece of art, the position

both of the arms and legs clearly shows that the goddess is

wholly sustained by the reins. Exposed by its position in the least

protected part of the pediment to the inclemencies of the weather,

the merit of this fragment is recognisable only by an attentive ex-

amination ; it is nevertheless one of the most remarkable for the

energy and spirit of the attitude, and its skilful execution.

' ab.ii.T.479.
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PLATE XIX.

LATOXA.

The knees only of this figure are preserved. This goddess,

attached to Neptune, whose favor had afforded her a safe asylum

in her greatest need, would naturally be in his train.® The infants

Apollo and Diana are seen in the drawings of Carrey on either side,

and we plainly trace the leg and figure of the young god on the

right side of this fragment ; of the other there are no remains.

PLATE XX.

Represents the |iedimcnts of botli fronts, as observed by the

artist of the Marquis de Nointel, in 1676. The number of statues

in each pediment could not exceed twenty-five; of these, in the

castcni only six (or what might be termed equivalent in the space

occupied} are found to the left, and only five to the right, of which

one, the winged Victory, was lying on tlic cornice. The feet and

serpent (Plate 8), are trot shown, and were probably long before

thrown down with other parts of that {rediment

PLATE XXL

THE RESTORATION OF THE EASTERN PEDIMENT.

In this plate the architecture of the pediment has been restored,

atul the figures now in the British Museum placed in their original

situations. The moat careful admeasurements have been made,

and the best sources of information on the subject have been

' Nepoinc, moved with compucion towards Lstoos, to whom (at the deaire of

Jnno) Terra had refuaed a retreat in her pregnanej, atrack with hie trident and

made immovable the ialand of Deloi, hitherto floating in the tEgcan aca, aonte-

thnea below and at othera above the aurtacc.
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consulted, with a view to a faithful representation of those

parts of the work, which the existing remains have enabled us to

ascertain beyond all doubt, and, by filling up those parts which

are deficient, to convey some idea of the probable number of the

statues, and of the entire composition of tliis pediment.

The practice of restoring by the md of the modem chisel the

fragments of sculpture recovered from the ancients has always

been justly deprecated in this country, especially in works of such

merit and authenticity as the Marbles of the Parthenon; but in

proportion to their excellence, should be the endeavour to obtain

the most accurate notions of their original state, which the study

of the subject can afibrd the interests of art require such an

investigation, and though much must be hazarded, yet future

students may profit by the attempt ; and those who cannot afibrd

the time to go through the necessary examination can hare no

other means of arriving at any just conception of the subject.

Ilecent observations on the plan of the Parthenon, have con-

firmed the assertion already made by Stuart, that the eastern was

the principal front and entrance to the adytum of the temple.

The literal acceptation of the words of Pausanias appears there-

fore to establish beyond all doubt tlie subjects which were repre-

sented in either frontispiece, for he says, " to those entering the

“ temple called Parthenon, all that is placed in the pediment

“ refers to the birth of Minerva, but in the back of the temple is

" the contest of Minerva and Neptune for the right of teTritoiy."* '*

* M. Quatmn^rc de Quincy* in hit Letter* to Canora, p|x. 86 and 87, obterves,
** Je Tous cite toute« ccs prveieuaes imlicationi, comme autaot de iiMjcns par let-

** queU un detsittateur intelligent et habile, atd^ dea indications vfridiquea dcs des-

“ lins dc Nointcl, porriendrolt a nous faire jouir d'un ensemble approximatif de

" ces subliiDcs coanpoaitions.—L'enscroblc e«t connu, let fragments sont U; on nr
'* peut plot se tromper sur le style, le godt et la maniere, &c.

' PaUB. Kb. t. C. xxiv. Ic r&v txMiv, 8v Top>^ii>wt>4 oMjuaCoufntt, It rovrov leiouffitr,

br6n iv rmt koXov^Ivmc Ix*4 y/wfonr. ra li n
rio<ri(2uvoc rpot 'A^qvav fp4f urip
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Although these words are sufficiently explicit, yet the imperfect

state of the sculpture in the pediments, conveying no certain indi-

cation on the subjects, and other considerations of a local nature,

which gave to the western the appearance of the principal front

from all points of view, have induced some of the best and most

acute observers to adopt the contrary belief, and consequently

to sup{)Ose that the birth was represented in the western, and the

contest in the eastern front.

A subjeet of mythology so interesting to the Greeks as the birth

of Minerva, represented in this pediment, was frequently treated by

their artists as well as writers; some of these descriptions have

reached us ; and, amongst others, that by Philostratus of a cele-

brated painting corresponds very closely with the probable arrange-

ment now presented.

He says “ Vulcan was represented bearing the hatchet with

“ which he had just opened the head of Jupiter, his look was

“ expressive of surprise and awe at seeing Minerva armed, while

" Jupiter contemplated his daughter in an extacy of delight, and

“ even Juno apjiearcd to regard her with the same pleasure as her

“ own offiipring."

The feet of the Minerva, the serpent and olive tree in Plate 8,

agree entirely with the representation here given, and with the figure

frequently found on Athenian coins : they could not have been

adapted to any other situation, for their position is the reverse of the

western statue of Minerva,^) their proportion (belonging to a figure

* See Spon end WbelcTi and Leake’* Topography of Athens^ p. Thi*

opinion ha* been combated at great length by Quatremcre de Quincy.—It may be

remarked, that all tbc error* of the writerii on thi* subject have aruen Ihim the

want of that examination of the graphic portion of the enquiry which ha* now

been uikdertaken.

* Philoct. Icon, in ’Affnvac yivu * See the Vignette.

* Mr. WilkioB (*oe Walpole'* Turkey) attribute* them to the Neptune; but these

feet are clothed in sandal*, and arc of feminine fomi and proportion, wherea* the

Neptune, according to the usual repreaentatUms of this Deity, waa naked—and

the fragment in the British Museum would lead us to expect a larger and far

more masculine expression of these members.
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about 9 feet high) and attitude arc suited to the place in the

pediment, here assigned to them.

And it was more probaldy thus that the goddess with all her at-

tributes, glorious and completely armed, was represented to have

displayed herself to the assembled gods assisting at her birth/^

To the left. Iris, on the coniines of Olympus, conveys the liappy

intelligence to Ceres and Proserpine, the personifications of the

earth ami the infernal regions.

Tlie reference of Hercultw to the Sun, whose cliariot rises in the

extreme angle, has already been observed, ns accounting for his posi-

tion there: haWng attained these blissful regions, the demi-god in-

clines hw eyes to the earth and the scenes of his former exploits

;

while those of the other figures, as Ceres and Proscrpu»e, were

probably directetl towards the miracle before them.

To the right the Victor)' may well have corres]>onded with the

Iris. Of the family of the Titans, and like Iris liglit in her form,

the Goddess .seems directetl by the Fates, who forctel tlic destinies

of new horn infants, to confirm the birth, and accompany the war-

rior Virgin as her sure associate.

Tlie Fates (MoIptuX according to the Greek system of art(alw'ays

referring to the l)cautiful), seem to represent the three ages in

these figures by their attitudes as well as their persons ; the first,

* M. Qu«trero^rc dr Quincy h»» been induced, by iin ancient patera or mirror in

Uie GaUery of Bologna, to euppo*c that the actual birth va« here repreaented ; and

^iinerra, in iiifuitlne prujwrlionK, la produced from the labouring brain of the father

of the god«, i4riatc<l by Juno Lucinu and llUbyia. But ao painful a mode of dr>

scribing thia event doea not appear suited to repreaentatioo by actilpture, nor to

the dignity of tbe subject.

M. Quatremcre de Quincy ha« fallen into a graphic error of a more obvious des-

cription: his engraver, not having delineated the Pediment according to the exact

admeasurement, has given to the Hercules and tbe figures in the angle a smaller

proportion than they actually bear to the Tymjjanum, ami a larger to Uie god in

the centre than is warranted
; by which means be ho* given space for appearaiKC

of the young Minerva, and plausibility to his hypothesis, though, according even to

his representation, the Jupiter is not mom important either tn scale or design than

the other figures of the group; whereas, from the western group, as well as from

consunt practice, we can have tso doubt that he was of larger proportion.
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Clotho, separate and independent, is expremive of active and rigo-

rous youth ; the second, Lachesis, supporting another in her lap,

of the sedateness of middle age; the third, Atropos, in repose,

is descriptive or emblematical of the languor of declining life.

The vacancy beyond was occupied by a figure of which no trace

remains, probably Apollo, or Night, of whom the Fates were the

daughters, descending into the ocean, the horses’ heads about to be

submerged ; one of these is now in the British Museum, and ha.s

already been noticed. (PI. IS.)

The metopes of this Front of the temple arc for the most part

so mutilated as to have hitherto remained undescribed. The

subjects of many of them are however distinctly traceable. They

are referable to Athenian mythology, the actions of the gods, of tlie

heroes of the country, and sometimes of Minerva herself. As de-

corations to the entablature, and enhancing by their smaller scale

the magnitude of the sculptures of the Pediment, and affording a

beautiful gradation between the timplietty and breadth of the archi-

trave and columns, and the richness of the ’Acroc, they were of the

utmost importance to the effect of the whole fiont.

In the metope No. 1, to the left, a hero in an ample tunic triumplts

over another, who seems to be enveloped in a lion's skin.

2. This metope appears to represent Bacchus pursuing Lycurgua,

king of Thrace, whom he caused to be devoured by panthers on

Mount Rhodope.*!'

S. A combat, in which one of the heroes is fallen.

4. Apparently a female, pcrha]>s Minerva Gigantophontis, has

thrown a giant to the ground ; behind her are indications of another

figure; the corresponding metope (the 1 1th) has also three figures

in relief.

5. Minerva, the tamer of horses.

6. Hercules delivers Theseus from confinement.***

^ Hyginut, Fab. * Patu. AtL c. ivii.

D
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7. Minerva seems to guide Pegasus : the goddess had aided

Bellerophon in taming the animal and was thence called ;^aXu'lric,

under which title she was worshipped in a temple at Corinth.®'

8. Another comlutt.

f). Apollo recovers his tripod from Hereulcs. The energy and

action of these figiuvs cannot lie sufficiently admired.

10. A personage in a chariot guides two horses; the subject of

this metope is in symmetrical correspondence with the 5th.

11. Theseus appears to have vam|ulshcd the Minotaur, and to

deliver an Athenian from the labyrinth.

12. Minerva inflicts punishment on Marsyas, who had taken up the

flutes which the goddess had discarded os useless.

13. A single combat.

14. A female in a car rising from the sea : the waves are agitated

by the horses, and the wheels are half immersed ; fishes are leaping

from the clement. This can be no other than ShXflvi) ascending, as

Hes[icru8 immediately alaive her declines into the ocean.

On the architrave were the golden shields taken from the Per-

sians at Marathon, and suspended here as trophies; they were

afterwards carried away by Lachares.t" The traces of them are

stilt distinctly seen, as well as the holes by which the bronze letters,

recording the captor's names, were attached.

PLATE XXII.

THE RESTORATION OF THE WESTERN PEDIMENT.

The Marquis dc Nointcl found the western pediment far better

preserved than the eastern, and Carrey, whom he employed, had it

in his power, by greater diligence, to have conveyed this masterpiece

* pAus. CorinthiACA, c. W,
' Paua. Au. c. xxt.

—

Lachares, In tbr time of Denwitrius^ son of Antigonut, who
for A short time had tTrannised orcr the Athenians, fled into B<rotU (B. C.

and carried with him the golden shields froco the Acropolis, and the ornaments

which could be stripped from the statue of Muten a.
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of art to posterity, so as to leave little or no doubt both as to the

combination of the whole group, and the intention of each individual

figure. But the researches, which connected ancient art under its

noblest form with the modem world, and brought the school of

Phidias in immediate contact with our own, were not attended with

all those fortunate circumstances, which we should so ardently have

desired ; for neither was the time bestowed sufficient to give a re-

]iresentation of the subject with tolerable accuracy, nor was the

artist fully competent to the task. Still is our obligation to the

Marquis de Nointel infinite, for to the enlightened zeal of this

Kml>as.sador, in the first instance, and of the Earl of Elgin, in a

similar office subsequently, we owe the only memorials existing of

the sculptures of this important monument
;
which at the present

j>eriod might jicrhaps liave been completely destroyed. Tlurse

drawings, though slight and imperfect, are invaluable, as aflording

us authority for the proper disposition of the fragments preserved

to our time, and indicating the general efTect and composition of

the only dtroc or pediment of antiquity which time had ajrared, or

which could convey to us any just conception of the noblest pro-

ductions of the Greeks in sculptural composition.

In this plate, m in that of the Eastern pediment, the fragments of

the group have been measured and examined with the utmost

diligence; whatever is deficient has been supplied from Carrey’s

drawings, or from conjecture founded on evidence of these and

other authorities. A comparison will show the use that has been

made of that iiniierfect work in this attempt to restore the original

state of the Western pediment. A few observations upon Carrey’s

drawing will first he necessary.

It is very evident that the right of the centre of the composition

had suffered considerably at an early period, for when visited by the

Marquis de Nointel, a large group near the Neptune had already

fallen. That !md the statues immediately surrounding it probably
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threatened the same disaster; a mass of masonry composed of

small stones was therefore raised to seeure them, in which the

lower part of the legs of both the principal figures, as well as of the

female to the right, were immured, a precaution the more necessary

as none ofthem were in any way attached to the tympanum, but each

by the most admirable art, poised upon its own separate base wholly

inde)>endent of external supjiort.®

All the writers upon this subject have remarked the vacancy and

Imve been at a loss to supply the deficiency and the more accu-

rate graphical investigation of the subject, which this Plate aflbrds,

renders it still more obvious.

The nature of these sculptural compositions requires that they

should partake of that symmetry and regularity which were essen-

tials in the architeettun they were designed to adorn—among the

Greeks at least this was a principle most rigidly adhered to.<*> The

necessity of some object of sufficient weight and imi>ortancc in the

group to counterbalance the horses of the car of Victory is appa-

rent ; and the vacant space indicated in the drawing ofCarrey clearly

shows that such a one mcisted. The description of the Ampliitrite

proves that she was by no means seated, but appeared to be wholly

suspended by the arms, which are in the altitude of holding reins,

in exact correspondence with the Victoria Apteros on the opposite

* Tlie large st<mc« composing the t}mpaDum, moat of which in the vest front are

•Un ii{ their places, afford unquestionable evidence of this remarkable fact.

” See M. Quatremere de Quinejr, RcBtitution des deux froutons du Temple de

Minerre, p. 40. J'ai deja dit que le desain de Nointel fait prcuumer, par Ic grand

vide a gauche dc Neptune, qu'un objet quetconque drvoit fovoir mnpU."
And C<d. Leake, in Ida Topography of Atheni, p.

** There ia a vacancy which
'* indlcatea that one statue at least was wanting in tliia part of the composition."

And Mr. Wilkina (ace Walpolc'a Travels in Turkey) remarks this void, and

suggests that the car inay have been drawn by dolphins.

* See tlkc description by Pausaiuas, lib. . c. x. of the Temple of Jupiter at

Olympia, in which the figures are in exact equilibrium in either frontispiece.

Also that of the compositions adorning the froiitupieces of the Temple of Jupiter

PanhellcniuB at Angina, in the Joumal of Sdeoce, No. IS.
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side. Amphitrite, in her car drawn by horses, rising from the ground

which Neptune had opened with his trident, may thus have signified

the salt spring, which is said to have flowed from the stroke, as well

as his authority over the sea.

These supplietl, the rest of the composition is exactly balanced,

the same numl>cr of figures on either side, the same equilibrium of

masses, preserve the symmetry, while the groui>s and attitudes

aflbrd a eontinual variety, and thus obviate the monotony which

might otherwise result, keeping up the interest of the spectator by

combinations, which, from their high relief, would offer a different

aspect from every point of view.

As the descriptions of the contest, which have reached us, very

in every instance, the Poet has never probably adhered to any

existing representation ; none of them correspond with the fact

here represented, but it is remarkable also that none of them differ

wholly from it,'^* due allowance being made for the local mytho-

logy and the nature of the composition in which the subject was

conveyed.

It would require an acquaintance with the mythology of Athens,

which is now hopeless, to describe the personages represented by

the figures on mther dde satisfactorily. The absence of the heads

and of all symboLs renders every conjecture hasardous and uncer-

tain. It is probable that the divinities on either «de of the

contending parties are such as would be naturally associated with

thmr worship, and give most weight to their cause.

* ArUtiil. Orat. Panath. p. 183. ^v/ifriuv S3 ruv I'jcartpaftfif, nw ra

po0lou aja roat 0oXAoD, viacp pja* AOitvo a. r. X.

The application of the Fable of ibe MeUmaarphoua of Arachne, by Orial, would

alio be perfectly reconcileable.

Stare Deum peUgi, lonpoque fertre trblente

Aspera laxa facit, mealioqiae X eulnere aaxi

Exiiluiisc feruin. (Met. vi, 75.)

Paul. lib. i. c. xxW. dcicribca a group in the Acropolii, reprcicnting the Conteit,

in which Neptune produce! a ware, and Minerva the olivo tree.
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It was perfectly conformable to the religious notions which,

according to Pausanias, prevailed in various parts of Greece, but

particularly in Athens, to represent each of the contending deities

under the distinguishing title of Js-irioc. Their claim to the intro-

duction of the horse for the use of man, and of rendering it sub-

servient to his purposes, being esteemed equal, and their worship

as Neptune tmrtar*' and Minerva Itr*n«'^> being every where esta-

blished. The magnificence and variety obtained by the introduc-

tion of the horses into the group was doubtless an additional

inducement with the artist in the general design. On the left

Minerva points to the car of Victory ; Ercctheus, as her Kiipi/poc or

assistant in the invention of war chariots, accompanies her. In

the fiize ofthe Panathenaic procession a similar disposition of figures

is frequently observable.

It is highly probable that the group next to the Victoria Apteros

are Ceres and Proserpine, and the young lacchus.*'

It is a sufficient reason for tlic ap]>earancc of these deities in the

train of Minerva, on an occasion so interesting to the Athenians,

that they were the peculiar objects of worship in the Eleusinian

mysteries. Their im(>ortance too in the mythology of this people

would entitle them to marked distinction in a composition, the ob-

ject of which was to gratify the national pride as well as the religion

of Athens.

It is probable that the principal figure of the following group

may represent Cecrops, whom the Athenians revered as a god, and

who had been witness, before the assembly of the divinities, to the

* Paus. lib. L c. ii lib. vL c. xx. bb. vii. c. xxi. lib. vili. c. xxv.

r Pxu8. lib. vtti. c. xlviL lib. t c. xxx. bb. 1. c. xxxi. lib. v. c. xv.

" See M. Quxtmncrc de Quincj, Restitution ties deux Frontons du Temple de

Minerve, p. 40. Cot Leake haa auggerted tluit they might repreaenl Cecropa and

bia tltree daughtera, Pandroaoa, llerae, and Aglauroa, and bia aon Eryaichthon;

but, though at the first tight this auppoiition ia highly plauaihlr, it la not probable

that the deiuea or peraonagea in the train of Minerva would be inferior in conae-

quence to thoae on tlte aide of Neptune.
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prodigy wrought by Miner\'a.® The female may be Pandiosos,

whose temple (as well as that of Erecthcus) was beneath the eye

of the spectator as he contemplated these figures, being within a

few yards of this angle of the Parthenon. As local deities, to whom
the gratitude and affections of the country were due, their title to

this position would seem to be sufficiently established. For the

same reasons, the reclining figure in the angle, which was of all

those in this pediment nearest the Temple of Theseus, might in all

probability represent tlut hero. They liehold with delight the vic-

tory achieved by their adored and peeuliar deity, already admitted

to the assembly of the gods. Between these last, the drawings

of Carrey, as well as of Pars,*'* exhibit a space which must have

l>cen occupied by a figure, probably a female, as best contrasting

with the male figures on either side. On the right,*® Neptune

striking the earth with his trident, produces Amphitrite and her

car, accompanied, like that of Victory, by a personage seemingly

female, in correspondence with the trapiSpoc opposite, controuling

the horses.

The character of the statue beyond, as well as the two infimts on

either side, leave no doubt tliat this group represents Latona *** with

her children .Apollo and Diana. Equally probable is the association

of Thalassa*® with young Venus in her lap, who appear to be de-

signated by the next statues ; a similar group b described in the

temple of Neptune at C^jrinth. Probably Thetb or one of the

* Se« Apollod. fa. 3. c 14. ' BritUh Museum.
* Neptune and Mincrra dmde the centre, as if the combat were still in suEpense,

no object exactly occup)-ing the apex of the Tympanum; and this very prohably

diflered from the eastern or front, and may have been designed to mark ita aubser-

rieney.

* A sUtue of Latona and her chUdren, by Praxiteles, was teen at Megan. Paua.

.\tt. c- xUv.

* Pnuii. Corinth, c. t. describes, in the offering of Herodea Atticua, Tbalasaa

with Venus in her Up.

Col. Leake has suggested, see Topography of Athena, p. 25?, Mata with the young

Mercury in her lap.
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Nereides accompanies them, and seems to belong to the group.

No deities would give greater weight to his pretensions, or be more

appropriately placed here.

The two following personages have no characteristic marks to

define their significations. They may be Mara and Vesta, or the

Cephisus and the Callirhoe.

The metopes of the western frisc, with the exception of the

seventh and eighth, which have been restored in order to complete

the representation of tliis frontispiece, are sufficiently preserved

to explain their original intention; they represent combatants,

alternately equestrian, and on foot, and probably related to the

warlike exploits of the Athenians in the heroic ages, since no re-

corded action can be distinguished ; and the inferiority of these

subjects affords a further proof, if indued any other were necessary,

that the west was the back of the temple.

The ninth and fourteenth represent combats of the Greeks with

Amazons, over whom they triumph. Of the equestrian subjects,

the first, third, and sixth ate remarkable for their spirit and beauty.

On this architrave the golden shields were suspended over each

column only : nor are there any traces here of inscriptions, as in

the eastern architrave.

The aero} or pediments, in which the Greeks deliglitcd to display

those great mythological and historical representations so interest-

ing to their religious and patriotic feelings, formed an essential part

of the whole design of the temple. The sculptures of the pedi-

ments bore at least an equal degree of importance with the archi-

tecture, which was indeed the fiamc and vehicle of these surpri^g

works, and in some degree subservient to them ; since we find

generally, and particularly in this instance of the Parthenon, that

the sculptor had the leading influence in the superintendence and

design.

It was not from the extent and bulk of the whole edifice, as

among the modems, that the architecture of the Greeks derived
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ita effect, for in this respect the Grecian temple is inferior; but

it was in the solidit}' and rcgularit}' of the parts, the exquisite

workmansliip, and the superiority of art ;—the eye could trace each

omaincnt minutely, and every portion of the work was within its

reach.

The form of the temple, as exhibited under Pericles, had been

employed by the Greeks with little variation for several centuries

previously ; and during a period of unexampled general prosperity

and splendor amongst that gifted people, the vast number of mag-

nificent works, and the great practice of the able artists occupied

in them, had reduced the art of comporition, in statuary adapted

to pediments, to fixed and certain principles.

The number of figures introduced into the dcroc depended on

the style or number of columns of which the front was composed,

and was proportioned to the siie of the order : thus in the Par-

thenon, which was octastyle, from twenty to twenty-five figures

appear to have been employed ; in the temple ofJupiter at Olympia,

which was hexastylc, from eleven to fifteen ; in the hexastyle temple

of Jupiter Panhellenius at /Ggina, erected probably one hundred

years before either of these examples, the same number, from eleven

to fifteen, were used.

An exact symmetry of the masses or groups, in correspondence

with the architectural arrangement, was essential in the decoration

of an edifice, in which order and regidarity were the chief sources of

effect** To these groups the sculptor’s art was to give every variety

consistent with this principle, and the nature ofthe work contributed

to this important result, for entire statues could not fail to pro-

duce new combinations from every point of view, and a constant

change of effect in the light and shade with every hour of the day.

Their relief was cncrcased by an additional depth in the tympanum.

See Aristotle, Poet C. viu. n yip soXSv Iv prytfiti ad rsSlt M,
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which in the Parthenon receded nine inches within the face of the

entablature.^'’’

An increased magnitude U given to those figures which are en-

gaged in the chief action ; the dimensions of the others correspond

with their relative importance, so as, without shocking the eye, to fix

the attention more strikingly upon the principals : and the triangular

form and inclination ofthe {wdimonts naturally induced this arrange-

ment. So disposed as to conform to the prescribed outline without

constraint, the composition oftlie group was regular ; in the details,

the sculptor found ample field for variety in the opposition of atti-

tudes, of sexes, of the naked and draped figures, in the introduc-

tion of animals, and of various materials. For the fragments show

that the weapons, the reins of the horses, and other accessories

were in metal, probably gilt ; and the eyes of some of the prin-

cipal figures were relieved by the introduction of precious stones,

which gave a higher finish and vivacity to them. Nor can it be

doubted that colour was introduced ; the marbles of ypigina exhibit

abundant proofs of the practice of painting, both in the statues and

the architecture around them, several members of which were

enriched with painted ornaments, in gold, vermilion, and blue.®!

Indications ofcolour in the marbles of the Parthenon arc apparent

in several portions both of the sculpture and architecture, after an

exposure ofmore than 2000 years to the inclemencies of the weather.

The ancient edifices of Egypt furnish abundant examples of this

practice ; and many of the remains of Gredan architecture, on their

first discovery from the earth, show the colours in all Outir

freshness.

* The Tympamun wu coinpo««d hi th« Parthenon of ton large alabe, fonning a

iBiooth back, •bowing onl^ nine perpendicular joinli behind the •tatue*.

’ In the Temple of yCgina, the Tympannn waa painted a light blue. Manj
fragmente of it were diicovered in the rumi.
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PLATE XXIII.

It is not consistent with the limits of these descriptions to detail

the architecture of the Parthenon/^’ any farther than is necessary

to explain the relative situations of tlie sculpture, and to convey

an accurate idea of the whole design.

The Hecatompedon,**' burnt by the Persians, appears to have

been nearly of equal dimensions with the present edifice in the

front, though shorter in the flanhs by 50 feet,tb and, like all the

early temples of Greece, Imxastyle. The colummi, the fragments of

which arc still existing in the walls of the Acropolis, appear to have

been ofequal size witli those of the present temple. In its renovated

form as an octastylc, Uic parts were more numerous, and a greater

magnificence in the general effect was attained. The pediments,

by this arrangement bearing a larger proportion to the whole,

admitted of more figures in the group which decorated them ; the

metopes also, being multiplied, afforded more abundant subjects

and occupation for the artists of all degrees, with whom Athens

abounded. The cella became wider and ofmore elegant proportions

tiuui is possible in an hexastyle arrangement ; and better suited to

receive the chryselephantine statue, which was to be the Palladium

of the Acropolis, and the wonder of Greece.

The Parthenon was constructed of white marble from Mount

Pentclicus. It stood on a platform of about 4 feet 6 inches high,

and consisted of a cell, surrounded with a peristyle of46 columns

6 feet 2 inches in diameter at the base and .“M feet in height, stand-

* This appeUation, h n«ft9fi><uv, the virgin's iuibiutioii, was derired from the name

by which the Goddess was commonly called, 4
* So called from the hnnaony of its proportions->&« nXXoc w) ov Sta

Harpocrat. in 'Etmrd/nn^oir.

* 'EramV*<^C wwc iv rp’Aic/>OTdXfi . . , . . rov i^ppv9(m>c rw [Iipwwv

voal irtn-qicerra. llesych. Ln 'Enri^^i^oc.
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ing on a paTement, to which there was an ascent of 3 steps. The

total height above the platform was about 65 feet. Within the

peristyle, at either front, there was an interior range of 6 colunms

standing before the pronaos and posticum, which, contrary to the

usual practice, were alike, because the latter presented itself, more

conspicuously than the eastern or principal front, to the Pitteeus and

sea-coast, and to the Propyltea or entrance to the Acropolis itself.

This arrangement of the columns before the antae appears to

have been an invention of Ictinus, employed® for the first time in

this work : so important indeed were the inventions applied to this

temple, and all the operations connected with it, that they were

recorded in a book com)K>sed by Ictinus and Oupion.® There

was an ascent of two steps into the vestibules from the peristyle.

The cell, which was 62 feet 6 inches broad within, was divided

into two unequal chambers, of which the western was 43 feet 10

inches long and the eastern 08 feet 7 inches ; the former, de«giicd

as the opisthodomus or treasury of the temple, does not appear to

have had any communication with the cella in which the statue was

placed : its ceiling was supported by 4 columns of about 4 feet in

diameter. The western front, for the reasons already e.vplained,

was adorned with a posticum and doorway, apparently of equal

magnificence with those of the eastern, which was the entrance

to the cella The ceiling of the latter was sup|Kirted by 16 columns

of about 3 feet in diameter. It is not known of what order were

the interior columns of cither ehamlier. The lines on the plan

describe the slabs of marble composing the pavement of the

* Item grnmbuK aliis constitu&ntur ex tLittem .Symmetriin ardinatm, et alio

(•anere dtspoattionia habentai, uti eat Castoria in Cinru Flaminio, ft inter duoa lucoa

Vejovtl— item argudna nemori Diana* columnia adjectia dextra ac ainiatra, ad

humerOB pronai.—Hoc Butem generc priroa facta mica, uti eat Caatoria in Cirvo,

Athenia in area MinerrEP. Vitnirius, lib, iv.

• Poatea SelenuB edidit vulutnen item dc a*dc Mlnervm Dorica qua

cat in Athenia in arcc Ictinua et Carpion. Vitruriua, lib. vii.
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interior ; they exhibit in an unquestionable manner the utuations

of the columns both in the cclla and opisthodoinus. In the latter

the 4 larger slabs show the 4 columns, and in the cells the alternate

payings show the 16 columns. The traces of the diameterN were

discoverable in some of them. Those of the western chamber hav*

ing been thirty six feet in height, their proportion must have been

nearly the same os that of the Ionic columns of the vestibule of the

Propyhea: whence it seems highly proluiblc that tlu* same order

was used in the interior of both these contemporary buildings. In

the eastern chamber of the Parthenon the smallness of the diameter

of the columns leaves little doubt that there was an upjier range, as

in the temples of Paestum and yEgina. Within the cella was an

example of chryselephantine sculpture/'*) having but one rii'al in

Greece. The statue of the goddess in ivory and gold« according to

Pliny, was 39 feet 7 inches high,^*> exclusive of the pedestal which

was from 3 to 12 feet high. The spear which she held in the left

hand was supported by a sphinx of brass, and near it was the £ric-

thonian serpent. U{>on the convex side of the shield, which was

placed on the ground, was a representation of the battle of the

Greeks and Amazons, and on its concave side the contest of the

Gods and Giants/^) On the edges of the sole of the sandals, which

was of the T}Trheneau fashion, probably from 12 to 18 inches

thick, was the battle of Uie Centaurs and I>apitha\

Plato informs us that the eyes of the Minerva were of ivory,

except the pupils which were of precious stones.^) Pausanias tells

us the Bgurc of a sphinx occupied the summit of the helmet, on

either side of which were griffins (ypvint) : the statue was erect

with a robe reaching to the feet, on the breast was a head of Medusa

* Accordiog to ThucjFd»dei, the valu« vf Uie gold acnounted to 40 talents.

• Pliny, I. uxvi. c. It. a. 4.

Ib. tb. He aaya the ahicld waa enboased by Phidiaa vith figures, and painted by

him; but the interior of the shield was painted by Panvnus.

7 Plato ui Ilipp. Maj. a. S3.
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in ivory, which was stolen by PhiUcas or Philei;gus,<^> and in one

band a victory 4 cubits high.

On the pedestal the birth of Pandora was represented in relief,

with tlie twelve gods presenting her their several gifts.*^ This im-

po^g statue, composctl of such precious materials, and of so many

beautiful and elaborate parts, executed by the hand of Phidias

himself occupied the entire nave of the temple as a niche. The

porticoes, the height of which was probably confined to the first

order, were adorned with statues, of which two portraits (those

of Hadrian and Iphicrates) are mentioned by Pausanias. These,

as well as the paintings on the walls (especially mentioned by

Pliny) in the pronaos, were prolrably of the usual proportions in

harmony with the order of architecture, while the statue of the

goddess herself the more imposing by the contrast, seen from the

door at an angle of about thirty-seven degrees, must have prmluced

an effect of surprise and admiration which might fully have justi-

fied the eulogies which works of this nature were said to have

elicited from tlic beholders.'®'

The portion of the nave'®> which was hypsethral, must have been

* Isocr. a«lv. C«llin. rol. U. p. fill* cd* Baltic-

* Plin. ilUt. Nat. lib. &xnvi. e. Ir. «. 4. Ibi Du lunt xx munepo natceDtcii { which

Stuirt propoBCf to pc»d, ** munen porrigente*.**

* PUny, I. xxxr. c, •. SO. Protogmes represented the triremea Paralu* xnd

Hauunonixs. together with scTcral uth«r vcaaels on u BDixlIer itcale. The pointing of

the P&raliu u praised bj Cicero (in Verrem Iv. e. lx.). Within the temple were

portnita of Thcnuatoclen «nd Holiodonii] the furmer wan dedicated by the Bon» of

Themiitoclei. Paus. Attic, e. t xxxrii.

* Quinctilian. Inst. Orat. lib. xu. c. x. Phidiu diU quam humimbtu cfflcieoditi

mchor artifex traditur, in eborc vero longc citra Ecmulum tcI »i mhil nbi MUtervam

Athenu aut Olytnpium in Elide Jorem feciBeet: citjUi polchricudo adjecuuMi aliquht

ettam receptar religiom ridetur. adeo majenlaB opens Dcum lequavit.

Livy (l.xlr. aUo relates of Paulus .‘EmiUuSi that at Olympia *' Jovem velut

prKMntcm intuens rootus anbno est."

' The Pantheon at Rome is abundantly lighted from an opening which is only

one-fifth of the whole dianieter, a much smaller proportion of the whole than U here

suggested. A stmilar arrangciMinC of the hypvthral portion of the roof ts frequently

seen in the sarcophagi of Greece* often made in imitation of temples.
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towards the door, leaving a space for the parapetaama or peplua,

which was to protect the chryselephantine statue fiom the incle>

mencies of the weather : that it served a purpose whicdi occasioned

its rapid decay is evident by the renewal of it at the quinquennial

festival of the Panathemca.

The conservation of a work so elaborately composed of wood

and ivory must have re(|uired the most assiduous attention. Indeed

Pausanias informs us that the extreme aridity of the climate was

counteracted by a supply of moisture from the floor, which was

immersed in water
;
and the pacing exhibits a sinking of 1j inches

within the nave, which was expressly made for this puqiose.

In further illustration of this plate, chiefly designed to explain the

situations of the sculpture with which the temple was adorned, it

is to be observed, that flg. 3. dcsciibes the situation of the fmc

representing the Panathenaic festival, which surrounded the whole

cclla and porticoes of the pronaos and poslicum, and was 324 feet

long. It is evident that in this position the direct rays of the sun could

never reach it, and that it was lighted only by reflection from the

pavement below, and could only be seen in an angle of42| d^yecs.

Its flatness is thus sufficiently explained ; for had it been in higher

relief, the up|)cr parts could not have been seen, and the shade

projected by the sculpture would have made it extremely dark.

Being wholly in the shade, it was subordinate to the other sculp*

tural decorations of the temple in the pediment and metopes.

The terminations only of the exterior order are here shown, in

which the situation of the metopes, which ranged along the flanks

as well as the fronts, is expressed. The existing remains clearly

show that very considerable ornaments were originally placed at the

angles of the pediments : and it cannot be doubted that, conform*

ably to the general practice, the apex of the temple was also

Btmilarly adorned.
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The smaller acroteria Rurmountuig the cornice, the tiles with

which the temple wan covered, the beams and the lacunaria, were

all of marble. A more detailed description of these would, how-

ever, be foreign from the present subject.

PRIMTKD ST WlLLIAlf MICOL, CLETELAXXVROW, ST. JANES's.
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